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OPENING/CLOSING 

 

Dilation:  A B⊕  

Erosion:   A B  

Opening:  ( )A B A B B= ⊕   

Closing:    ( )A B A B B• = ⊕   

Thus 

                                     Opening 

1.  A B A⊂  
2. If     then  C B D BC D⊂ ⊂   
3. ( )A B B A B=    

 

Closing 

1. A A B⊂   
2. If     then  C B D BC D⊂ ⊂   
3. ( )A B B A B=    

 
So, repeated opening or closing does nothing. 
Only alternating them them accomplishes something 
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Morphological Image Processing Lecture 22 (page 2)

• Objective is to find a disjoint region (set) in an image

• If B denotes the set composed of X and its background,
the match/hit (or set of matches/hits) of B in A, is

A ∗̄ B = (AªX) ∩ [Ac ª (W −X)]

• Generalized notation: B = (B1, B2)

• B1: Set formed from elements of B associated withan object

• B2: Set formed from elements of B associated withthe corresponding background

[Preceeding discussion: B1 = X and B2 = (W −X)]

• More general definition:

A ∗̄ B = (AªB1) ∩ [Ac ªB2]

• A ∗̄ B contains all the origin points at which, simulta-
neously, B1 found a hit in A and B2 found a hit in A

c



Morphological Image Processing Lecture 22 (page 3)

• Alternative definition:
A ∗̄ B = (AªB1)− (A⊕ B̂2)

• A background is necessary to detect disjoint sets

• When we only aim to detect certain patterns within a set, a
background is not required, and simple erosion is sufficient

9.5 Some basic morphological algorithms

When dealing with binary images, the principle application
of morphology is extracting image components that are useful
in the representation and description of shape

9.5.1 Boundary extraction

The boundary β(A) of a set A is

β(A) = A− (AªB),

where B is a suitable structuring element



Morphological Image Processing Lecture 22 (p. 19)

9.6 Extensions to grey-scale images

f(x, y): Input image
b(x, y): Structuring element image

9.6.1 Dilation

Grey-scale dilation of f by b, is defined as

(f ⊕ b)(s, t) = max {f(s− x, t− y) + b(x, y)
|(s− x), (t− y) ∈ Df ; (x, y) ∈ Db} ,

where Df and Db are the domains of f and b, respectively
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Morphological Image Processing Lecture 22 (p. 18)
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 10.5 Morphological Reconstruction
Reconstruction is a morphological transformation involving two images and a 
structuring element (instead of a single image and structuring element). One 
image, the marker, is the starting point for the transformation. The other image, 
the mask, constrains the transformation. The structuring element used defines 
connectivity. In this section we use 8-connectivity (the default), which implies 
that B in the following discussion is a 3 3*  matrix of 1s, with the center defined 
at coordinates (2, 2). In this section we deal with binary images; gray-scale  
reconstruction is discussed in Section 10.6.3.

If G is the mask and F is the marker, the reconstruction of G from F,  
denoted R FG( ), is defined by the following iterative procedure:

 1. Initialize h1 to be the marker image, F.
 2. Create the structuring element: B = ones(3).
 3. Repeat:

 h h B Gk k+
{ ¨1 = ( )  

until h hk k+1 = .

 4. R F hG k( ) =
+1.

Marker F must be a subset of G:

 F G8  

Figure 10.21 illustrates the preceding iterative procedure. Although this iter-
ative formulation is useful conceptually, much faster computational algorithms 
exist. Toolbox function imreconstruct uses the “fast hybrid reconstruction” 
algorithm described in Vincent [1993]. The calling syntax for imreconstruct 
is

out = imreconstruct(marker, mask)

where marker and mask are as defined at the beginning of this section.

10.5.1  Opening by Reconstruction
In morphological opening, erosion typically removes small objects, and the sub-
sequent dilation tends to restore the shape of the objects that remain. However, 
the accuracy of this restoration depends on the similarity between the shapes 
and the structuring element. The method discussed in this section, opening by 
reconstruction, restores the original shapes of the objects that remain after ero-
sion. The opening by reconstruction of an image G using structuring element 
B, is defined as R G BG( )| .

■ A comparison between opening and opening by reconstruction for an im-
age containing text is shown in Fig. 10.22. In this example, we are interested in 
extracting from Fig. 10.22(a) the characters that contain long vertical strokes. 

See Sections 11.4.2 and 
11.4.3 for additional  
applications of  
morphological  
reconstruction.

This definition of  
reconstruction is based 
on dilation. It is possible 
to define a similar  
operation using erosion. 
The results are duals of 
each other with respect 
to set complementation.  
These concepts are 
developed in detail in 
Gonzalez and Woods 
[2008].

imreconstruct

ExamplE 10.8:
Opening by  
reconstruction.
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Because both opening and opening by reconstruction have erosion in common, 
we perform that step first, using a thin, vertical structuring element of length 
proportional to the height of the characters:

>> f = imread('book_text_bw.tif');
>> fe = imerode(f, ones(51, 1));

Figure 10.22(b) shows the result. The opening, shown in Fig. 10.22(c), is 
computed using imopen:

>> fo = imopen(f,ones(51, 1));

Note that the vertical strokes were restored, but not the rest of the characters 
containing the strokes. Finally, we obtain the reconstruction:

>> fobr = imreconstruct(fe, f);

d
a b

e f
c

FIGURE 10.21 Morphological reconstruction. (a) Original image (the mask). (b) Marker image. (c)–(e) Interme-
diate result after 100, 200, and 300 iterations, respectively. (f) Final result. (The outlines of the objects in the 
mask image are superimposed on (b)– (e) as visual references.) 
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The result in Fig. 10.22(d) shows that characters containing long vertical strokes 
were restored exactly; all other characters were removed. The remaining parts 
of Fig. 10.22 are explained in the following two sections. ■

10.5.2  Filling Holes
Morphological reconstruction has a broad spectrum of practical applications, 
each characterized by the selection of the marker and mask images. For exam-
ple, let I denote a binary image and suppose that we choose the marker image, 
F, to be 0 everywhere except on the image border, where it is set to 1 - I :

 F x y
I x y x y I

( , )
( , ) ( , )

=




1

0

- if  is on the border of 

otherwise
 

Then,

H R F
I

c

c=  ( )

is a binary image equal to I with all holes filled, as illustrated in Fig. 10.22(e).

g

c
a

e

b
d
f

FIGURE 10.22 
Morphological 
reconstruction: 
(a) Original  
image.  
(b) Image eroded 
with vertical line; 
(c) opened with a 
vertical line; and 
(d) opened by re-
construction with 
a vertical line. 
(e) Holes filled.  
(f) Characters 
touching the 
border (see right 
border).  
(g) Border  
characters  
removed. 
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Toolbox function imfill performs this computation automatically when 
the optional argument 'holes' is used:

g = imfill(f, 'holes')

This function is discussed in more detail in Section 12.1.2.

10.5.3  Clearing Border Objects
Another useful application of reconstruction is removing objects that touch 
the border of an image. Again, the key task is to select the appropriate marker 
to achieve the desired effect. Suppose we define the marker image, F, as

 F x y
I x y x y I

( , )
( , ) ( , )

=




if  is on the border of 

otherwise0
 

where I is the original image. Then, using I as the mask image, the reconstruc-
tion

H R FI= ( )

yields and image, H, that contains only the objects touching the border, as Fig. 
10.22(f) shows. The difference, 1 - H, shown in Fig. 10.22(g), contains only the 
objects from the original image that do not touch the border. Toolbox function 
imclearborder performs this entire procedure automatically. Its syntax is

g = imclearborder(f, conn)

where f is the input image and g is the result. The value of conn can be either 4 
or 8 (the default). This function suppresses structures that are lighter than their 
surroundings and that are connected to the image border.

 10.6 Gray-Scale Morphology

All the binary morphological operations discussed in this chapter, with the 
exception of the hit-or-miss transform, have natural extensions to gray-scale 
images. In this section, as in the binary case, we start with dilation and erosion, 
which for gray-scale images are defined in terms of minima and maxima of 
pixel neighborhoods.

10.6.1 Dilation and Erosion
The gray-scale dilation of a gray-scale image f by structuring element b, denoted  
by f b{ , is defined as

 ( )( , ) max ( , ) ( , ) | ( , )f b x y f x x y y b x y x y Db{ - + H= ′ − ′ ′ ′ ′ ′{ }  

where Db is the domain of b, and f x y( , ) is assumed to equal - outside the 
domain of f . This equation implements a process similar to spatial convolution, 

imfill

imclearborder
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9.5.2 Region filling

• Begin with a point p inside the boundary, and then fill the
entire region with 1’s

• All non-boundary (background) points are labeled 0

• Assign a value of 1 to p to begin...

• The following procedure fills the region with 1’s,
Xk = (Xk−1 ⊕B) ∩Ac, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

where X0 = p, and B is the symmetric structuring element in
figure 9.15 (c)

• The algorithm terminates at iteration step k if Xk = Xk−1

• The set union of Xk and A contains the filled set and its
boundary

Note that the intersection at each step with Ac limits the
dilation result to inside the region of interest
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Example 9.6: Morphological region filling
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9.5.3 Extraction of connected components

Let Y represent a connected component contained in a set A
and assume that a point p of Y is known. Then the following
iterative expression yields all the elements of Y :

Xk = (Xk−1 ⊕B) ∩A k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

where X0 = p, and B is a suitable structuring element. If
Xk = Xk−1, the algorithm has converged and we let Y = Xk.

This algorithm is applicable to any finite number of sets of
connected components contained in A, assuming that a point
is known in each connected component
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Example 9.7:

9.5.4 Convex hull

Morphological algorithm for obtaining the convex hull, C(A),
of a set A...

Let B1, B2, B3 and B4 represent the four structuring elements
in figure 9.19 (a), and then implement the equation ...
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Xi
k = (Xk−1 ∗̄ Bi)∪A, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, 2, . . . , Xi

0 = A

Now let Di = Xi
conv, where “conv” indicates convergence in

the sense that Xi
k = X

i
k−1. Then the convex hull of A is

C(A) = ∪4i=1 Di
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Shortcoming of above algorithm: convex hull can grow beyond
the minimum dimensions required to guarantee convexity

Possible solution: Limit growth so that it does not extend
past the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the original set
of points

Boundaries of greater complexity can be used to limit growth
even further in images with more detail

9.5.5 Thinning

The thinning of a set A by a structuring element B:

A⊗B = A− (A ∗̄ B) = A ∩ (A ∗̄ B)c

Symmetric thinning: sequence of structuring elements,

{B} = ½
B1, B2, B3, . . . , Bn

¾
,

where Bi is a rotated version of Bi−1
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A⊗ {B} = ((. . . ((A⊗B1)⊗B2) . . .)⊗Bn)

Illustration: Note that figure 9.21 (in the handbook) has many
errors − this one is correct...
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9.5.6 Thickening

Thickening is the morphological dual of thinning and is defined
by

A¯B = A ∪ (A ∗̄ B),
where B is a structuring element

Similar to thinning...

A¯ {B} = ((. . . ((A¯B1)¯B2) . . .)¯Bn)

Structuring elements for thickening are similar to those of fig-
ure 9.21 (a), but with all 1’s and 0’s interchanged

A separate algorithm for thickening is seldom used in practice
− we thin the background instead, and then complement the
result
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9.5.7 Skeletons

The algorithm proposed in this section is similar to the me-
dial axis transformation (MAT). The MAT transformation is
discussed in section 11.1.5 and is far inferior to the skeletoniza-
tion algorithm introduced in section 11.1.5. The skeletoniza-
tion algorithm proposed in this section also does not guarantee
connectivity. We therefore do not discuss this algorithm.

Illustration of the above comments...
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A further illustration...

9.5.8 Pruning

• Cleans up “parasitic” components left by thinning and skele-
tonization

• Use combination of morphological techniques
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Illustrative problem: hand-printed character recognition

• Analyze shape of skeleton of character
• Skeletons characterized by spurs (“parasitic” components)
• Spurs caused during erosion of non-uniformities in strokes
• We assume that the length of a parasitic component does
not exceed a specified number of pixels
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Any branch with three or less pixels is to be eliminated

(1) Three iterations of:

X1 = A⊗ {B}

(2) Find all the end points in X1:

X2 = ∪8k=1 (X1 ∗̄ Bk)

(3) Dilate end points three times, using A as a delimiter:

X3 = (X2 ⊕H) ∩A, H =
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

(4) Finally:

X4 = X1 ∪X3
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